Board Adopted: June 23, 2014
Devine ISD Standard Mode of Dress: Grades 3-12 (Intermediate, Middle & High Schools)
STYLE

SHIRTS

POLO STYLE ONLY; (NO
BUTTON UP OR DRESS
SHIRTS); must have collar
and buttons

COLOR

Solid maroon or solid white and without
embellishments (ex: no oversized company
trademarks or logos, no striped collars, and no
embroidered designs, no sheer/see through, etc…);
logos QUARTER-SIZED or smaller are acceptable

The tucking in of shirts is left up to the discretion of each campus.

PANTS

SHORTS

SKIRTS,
SKORTS
AND
JUMPERS
JACKETS
SHOES

NO EXCESSIVE FLARE;
ONLY STANDARD,
FLAT WAIST, HIP, AND
LEG POCKETS ARE
ACCEPTABLE

Solid, plain khaki or blue jean/ denimembellishments on pocket only (ex: no oversized
logos, no stripes no embroidered designs, no net
pockets, no oversized zippers or pulls, etc…); logos
WALLET-PHOTO SIZED (like a Wrangler or
Levi’s tag) or smaller are acceptable; no open holes
or excessive frays
Solid, plain khaki or blue jean/ denimembellishments on pocket only (ex: no oversized
logos, no stripes, no embroidered designs, no net
pockets, no oversized zippers or pulls, etc…); logos
WALLET-PHOTO SIZED (like a Wrangler or
Levi’s tag) or smaller are acceptable; no open holes
or excessive frays
Solid, plain khaki or
blue jean/ denim and without embellishments (ex: no
oversized logos, stripes, embroidered designs, net
pockets, oversized zippers or pulls, etc…)

LENGTH

FIT

Sleeve length: short, 3/4,
or full length (no
sleeveless, strapless, or
spaghetti straps of any
kind);
Overall length: long
enough that the mid-drift is
not exposed, even when
stretching

Must be
appropriately sized
(in other words, no
excessively tight,
baggy, long, short,
or otherwise
improperly sized
shirts); not more
than top two
buttons open

Hemmed bottom edge (no
ripped seams or frayed
edges); may not touch
ground; capri length are
acceptable as long as they
conform to standards of fit.

Must fit at the
waist; may not be
excessively tight or
baggy

Not shorter than three
inches (3”) above knee
regardless of student
height; hemmed bottom
edge (no ripped seams or
frayed edges)

Must fit at the
waist; may not be
excessively tight or
baggy

COLD WEATHER
ONLY
Or
OTHERWISE
NOTED
EXCEPTIONS
Layering under
uniform shirt: SOLID
UNDERSHIRTS
must be solid
beige/khaki, maroon,
white or black
NO LAYERING
OVER UNIFORM
SHIRT. See
allowable jackets at
bottom of this chart.
None noted

SOME EXAMPLES OF
POPULAR FASHION NOT
ACCEPTABLE
(List is not all-inclusive)
NONE—
POLO SHIRTS ONLY

EXCESSIVE flared leg,
drawstring, overalls, warmup/parachute, stretch/spandex, pegleg/roll-ups, etc…

Knee socks or tights
must be solid
beige/khaki, maroon,
white or black

Drawstring, short alls, warm up/
parachute, stretch/spandex, pegleg/roll-ups, etc…

No particular style is
Not shorter than three
Shorts and skirts
Knee socks or tights
standard; all must conform
inches (3”) above knee,
must fit at the
must be solid
to color, length, and fit
including slits in skirts;
waist; both jumper
beige/khaki, maroon,
requirements as specified;
hemmed bottom edge (no
straps must remain
white or black
only standard, flat pockets
ripped seams or frayed
hooked at all times
are acceptable
edges)

Jackets and padded shirt jackets are acceptable, but if worn in the building must remain open with the uniform visible.

NO TRENCHCOATS OR DUSTERS
Wearing of hooded sweatshirts (hoodies) is left up to the discretion of each campus.

Drawstring, warm-up/parachute,
stretch/spandex, zip-off bottoms,
etc…

NO EXCESSIVE FLARE;
WAIST, HIP, AND LEG
POCKETS ARE
ACCEPTABLE

FOOTWEAR MUST BE APPROPRIATE FOR ALL CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS.
NO FLIP-FLOPS (See Student-Parent Handbook-General Dress and Grooming Code on the preceding page.)

